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Abstract. This paper presents the MediaGrid project whose goal is the defini-
tion of a mediation framework for transparent access to largely distributed 
sources. Frameworks are reusable pieces of design being expressed as a set of 
interfaces and components together with the description of their collaboration. 
Research topics addressed by the MediaGrid project include meta-data design, 
generation of mediation queries and adaptive and interactive query evaluation.  

1 Introduction 

The increasing use of computers and the development of communication infrastruc-
tures have led to a wide range of information sources being available through net-
works. Data integration systems or mediation systems have been proposed as a solu-
tion to provide a transparent and efficient access to multiple heterogeneous, distrib-
uted and autonomous sources [DD99,Wie92]. These systems handle underlying data 
source managers, operating systems and networks heterogeneity thereby giving users 
and applications the illusion that they deal with a unique data source. 

The complexity of mediation systems increases with respect to the number, the 
types and the capacities of data sources. Moreover, huge amounts of knowledge 
(source descriptions, schemas, semantic relations between schemas) have to be main-
tained. This increases the difficulty to design assertions between sources. Future me-
diation systems would be highly dynamical: hence they will have to manage data 
sources evolution and the adding or removal of sources. Source availability should be 
considered by the query processing, where queries may need to dynamically change 
their execution plan, produce partial results or materialize results. Finally, users and 
applications want to control the query processing.  

                                                           
*  This work is supported by the French Ministry of Research through the ACI-GRID program. 

Participants of the project are from: the LSR-IMAG Laboratory – Grenoble University, the 
PRiSM Laboratory – Versailles University and the LaMI Laboratory – University of Evry-
Val-d'Essone. 
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The MediaGrid project (http://www-lsr.imag.fr/mediagrid) takes up these chal-
lenges. The objective is to propose a mediation framework, i.e. a reusable design (of a 
mediation system) expressed as a set of interfaces (or components) and the way their 
instances collaborate. MediaGrid mediation systems built from the framework are 
able to (i) support more and more available sources, (ii) consider sources containing 
weakly structured data, (iii) authorize partial results for queries in case of data sources 
unavailability and/or satisfy user interests, (iv) support a query evaluator which is able 
to dynamically adapt itself to the execution environment and which accepts user in-
teraction during query execution.  

 

Fig. 1. General architecture of MediaGrid mediation system 

The general architecture of a MediaGrid system is given in Figure 1. It follows the 
classical three-layer architecture. Users or applications access data contained in local 
sources through the mediation layer. Queries are formulated over a mediation schema 
(global schema) and are rewritten in terms of exported schemas. Both kinds of sche-
mas are defined using a XML syntax. The mediation (or global) schema describes 
integrated data manipulated at the mediation level. The exported schemas result from 
the subscription of sources to the system. During this process, sources are wrapped 
and data descriptions (schemas, DTD, types, etc.) are translated as exported schemas. 
Advanced information such as source capabilities and some statistics on sources are 
also extracted.  

Operational mappings between the exported schemas and the mediation one are 
specified using mediation queries. Such queries are often supposed to be generated 
manually, which is generally a very complex process considering the amount of 
knowledge to take into account. Indeed, besides knowing the content of all the 
sources, the designer has to know semantic links between the sources and the media-
tion schema (e.g., functional dependencies, referential constraints and value con-
straints, domains compatibility, semantic equivalence between attributes and in-
stances of key attributes, etc.).  
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The complexity of this task increases with the number of data sources. A first an-
swer has been proposed in [KBo99], followed by a valuable result from the Clio pro-
ject [YMH+01]. The Mediation Queries generator automates this process.  

Meta-information also plays a very important role in query processing. When que-
rying data, mediation queries are used as input of the (unfolding) algorithm to rewrite 
user queries into sub-queries executed at local sources. Mediation queries have there-
fore to be considered as meta-data. Queries are rewritten in terms of exported sche-
mas and evaluated by the Evaluator component. It is important that this component 
takes into account sources capabilities to avoid a huge data transfer over the network 
by delegating some tasks to the sources. Returned results from sources are then com-
bined and sent back to applications or users. 

Query evaluators may use complicated techniques resolving problems related to 
network delays, lack of memory, etc. Moreover, applications (or users) may have 
different requirements for processing data such as source preference, time limit for 
query evaluation, number of results being handled by an application, economic cost 
limit for accessing data in case of paying sources, etc. Some of them can wish to get 
results in brief delay even if they are not complete while others need complete and 
exact results. Different mechanisms [SAC+79,GM93,KD98,BFMV00,UF00,AH00] 
have been proposed to respond to one or several of these requirements. However, 
such mechanisms have been designed and implemented for systems having specific 
characteristics. It is difficult to have them working together in an efficient manner 
within a mediation layer. Therefore, we propose to give programmers of a MediaGrid 
system some tools to build an evaluator providing the « exact » querying capabilities 
for the applications requirements. The evaluator is built from a Query Broker Frame-
work (QBF) integrating several mechanisms proposed in distributed and parallel da-
tabase management systems and coming from adaptive and interactive query process-
ing techniques [HFC+00]. This innovative approach offers different adaptation tech-
niques which can be used over different data models (relational, semi-structured or 
object), in an uniform way, to reach application (or user) requirements, even if these 
techniques have not been originally designed for those data models. 

To illustrate these aspects we consider a mediation system that allows biologists 
with a means to correlate expression levels of a gene -- whose data are stored within 
the three data sources GOLD [BEK01], SMD [SHK+01] and SGD [BDD+00] sources 
-- and to observe their evolution. An example of a query defined at the application 
level is “looks for the organisms completely published and eukaryote”. 

Outline of the Paper. The remaining of this paper focuses on the main contributions 
of the project. Section 2 discusses the meta-data supported by MediaGrid systems. 
Section 3 introduces the main steps of its query generation process and Section 4 
describes the QBF approach to provide adaptive and interactive query evaluators. 
Finally, Section 5 concludes and gives some information on the current status of the 
project and the way we validate our approach.  
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2   Metadata Management 

Meta-data are defined to support the generation of mediation queries and the evalua-
tion of global queries. They describe mediation and exported schemas, mediation 
queries, semantic correspondences, source capabilities and statistics. 

2.1   Schema Representation 

Mediation and exported schemas in MediaGrid are represented using the XML model. 
The meta-representation of a XML schema is based on a graph modeled as a set of 
nodes. Thus, using meta-representation concepts a Schema is modeled as a collection 
of Node classes that can be linked by a relationship of type path. The Node class can 
be specialized into ExportedNode that represents an exported schema node, and Me-
diationNode that represents a mediation schema node. Each of them has the Node 
structure presented in Figure 2.  

 

Fig. 2. XML Schema Node representation 

A Node in a Schema has an identifier (id) and a name type (see Figure 2). A node 
is of type TextNode or NonTextNode. The TextNode class describes text nodes (i.e. 
integer, string) and it can be specialized into Attribute and TextElement. Constraints 
such as primary and foreign keys are also represented. The class Key represents pri-
mary keys. A key has an identifier (id), a type and a name1. It can be of type ID, Key 
or Unique. A foreign key is characterized by an identifier, a name and a type (IDREF 
or KeyRef). Relationships isKeyNode and isKeyRefNode represent the association of a 
key to the set of nodes that compose it. A primary key can be used either for identify-
ing a NonTextNode or a TextElement. The relationship identifies is used for represent-
ing this situation. Finally, in a XML schema, the key scope may be limited to a part of 
a XML document. The relationship scope links a key to the NonTextNode represent-
ing its scope.  

                                                           
1  This name represents the name of the primary key constraint and does not correspond to the 

name of the node playing the role of primary key. 
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2.2   Semantic Correspondences 

Exported schema nodes are semantically linked with mediation schema nodes through 
semantic correspondences. Figure 3 illustrates the meta-representation of this type of 
correspondences (see for example the association between ExportedNonTextNode and 
MediationNonTextNode classes and ExportedTextNode and MediationTextNode ones). 
For the time being only one-to-one correspondences and no transformation functions 
are represented. 

 

Fig. 3. Semantic correspondences 

2.3   Mediation Query Representation 

A mediation query represents a strategy that can be used for populating a mediation 
schema by integrating instances of the exported schemas from the sources. A media-
tion query (MediationQuery class) is described by an identifier (id) and a query defini-
tion (see Figure 4). A mediation schema can have several associated mediation que-
ries. On the other hand, a mediation query can be associated to one and only one me-
diation schema. This relationship is represented by the association between the classes 
Schema and MediationQuery. 

 

Fig. 4. Mediation Query 

2.4   Source Capabilities 

Figure 5 (non-grayed zone) shows the UML diagram modeling local sources capabili-
ties. A source (DataSource class) is hosted by an access provider (Provider class) and 
exports one or more native interfaces (NativeInterface class). A NativeInterface class 
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can be mapped to one or more wrapper interfaces (WrapperInterface class). Each 
wrapper manages only one schema and one schema definition can be shared by dif-
ferent wrappers. Concerning computation capabilities, the queryOperator class models 
all possible operators that can be applied to the nodes of an exported schema. An 
operator has an input (hasInput relationship) and one or two operands, according to 
the kind of operation. One operator is associated to one or more predicates. Each 
predicate is applied over a non-finite set of nodes.  

 

Fig. 5. Source capabilities 

2.5   Statistics 

Statistics play a very important role in query evaluation. They can be obtained from 
data sources when they registered to a mediation system or they can be derived at 
execution time. We propose a meta-representation for two kinds of statistics (see 
Figure 6): (i) the Datastatistics class linked to the Node class represents data-oriented 
statistics -- characterized by the node cardinality, its min value and its max value ; (ii) 
the SystemStatistics class represents information about communication between me-
diators and wrappers such as data network rate. 

 

Fig. 6. Statistics UML Diagram 
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3   Mediation Queries Generation 

In a mediation system, given the descriptions of the mediation schema and the ex-
ported schemas, mediation queries are defined in order to express how instances of 
the mediation schema are derived from the exported schemas. These mediation que-
ries represent mappings between the mediation schema and the exported schemas. 
Mappings are used for: (i) translating queries expressed on the mediation schema to 
sub-queries on exported schemas, and (ii) translating and integrating sub-queries 
results to produce a global result.  

The goal of the mediation queries generation process is to discover candidate me-
diation queries given the descriptions of the mediation and exported schemas, which 
are given using XML schema[Fal01]. Generated mediation queries are XQuery ones 
[CCD+01]. 

Our approach comprises three main steps: (i) identifying the relevant portions of 
each data source considering the mediation schema, (ii) identifying the candidate 
operations between the relevant portions of data sources and (iii) generating media-
tion queries from candidate operations.  

3.1   Identifying Relevant Portions of Data Sources 

For each exported schema, the first step identifies the relevant portion, called a rele-
vant schema, with respect to the mediation schema. To produce such a schema, we 
consider that some metadata is available, consisting mainly in a set of semantic corre-
spondences defined between elements of the exported schemas and the mediation 
schema. A relevant schema is composed of elements of the exported schema involved 
in semantic correspondences and the keys and the references defined in the exported 
schema. The result of this step gives, for each exported schema, a relevant schema 
and a query allowing deriving this schema from the corresponding source. Figure 7 
shows an example of relevant schema for the exported schema of the GOLD 
source[BEK01]. 
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Fig. 7. Identify the relevant portion of the GOLD data source 
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3.2   Identifying Candidate Operations 

Once all relevant schemas are defined, the next step consists in searching for some 
candidate operations between them. In our work we have considered the join operator.  

Using the semantic correspondences, the keys and references defined in the rele-
vant schemas, candidate join operators are derived. A join operator can either be de-
fined in the same relevant schema or between two relevant schemas. Each pair of 
relevant schemas can be combined with one or several candidate joins.  

Figure 8 shows an example where we have the generated relevant schema of the 
GOLD data source (see Fig. 7) and another relevant schema corresponding to the 
biological data source SMD [SHK+01]. The only candidate operation between these 
two relevant schemas is a join in which the path “GOLD/source/organism/name” 
must correspond to the path “SMD/source/expression_data/org”. 

source
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Relevant schema
GOLD
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org cat

locus gname
log_rat2n_mean

source
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Relevant schema
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Relevant schema
GOLD

expression_data +

mesure +expid
org cat

locus gname
log_rat2n_mean

source

join(name=org)

Relevant schema
SMD

 

Fig. 8. Identifying candidate operations between two relevant schemas 

3.3   Generating Mediation Queries 

Given the set of relevant schemas and the candidate operations between them, we 
consider different parts in the mediation schema; each part is a sub-tree in the 
mediation schema such that the root n of the sub-tree is either a multi-valued node or 
the root of the mediation schema, and the nodes of the sub-tree are all the mono-
valued children of n. For each part of the mediation schema, we define a set of partial 
mappings, each of them corresponding to a way of populating the considered part 
from the exported schemas. A mediation query is defined as a combination of partial 
mappings such that there is one partial mapping for each part of the mediation 
schema. All the combinations of partial mappings are considered, some of them will 
lead to mediation queries. The result of our approach is a set of mediation queries 
having different semantics. The union of a sub-set of the derived mediation queries is 
also a mediation query.  

4   Query Evaluation 

Mediation queries are used as input of the (unfolding) process to rewrite a global 
query into expressions upon local sources. These expressions are then evaluated by an 
evaluator, so-called a Query Broker built from QBF, a Query Broker Framework.  

QBF is an innovative reusable design represented by a set of component interfaces 
and the way they collaborate. Its implementation provides the basic functionalities for 
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flexibly evaluating queries. Building query brokers from QBF means creating new 
subclasses and instances and configuring these instances together according to appli-
cation requirements. Query Brokers can also adapt themselves to changes of the exe-
cution environment and/or of user and application requirements during query evalua-
tion.  

The following concentrates on queries representation within a broker, its general 
architecture, and the way its components interact to provide an adaptive query evalua-
tion and to authorize interaction during query evaluation. More details are given in 
[CV04,VC04].  

4.1   Query Representation 

The internal representation of a query is a standardized, canonical query tree so-called 
query plan. Query plan nodes, represented by the OperNode interface, are operators 
such as Select, Project, Join, Union, etc. Each operator can have one or several use-
able algorithms (Algorithm interface). These algorithms consume and produce se-
quences of items (tuples, entities or objects). More precisely, operator algorithms are 
implemented in the iterator model and provide the open, next and close op-
erations.  

Also, operator nodes are annotated by their properties such as the estimated size of 
the result, or the cost of operator execution. These properties are represented by the 
Property interface and are regrouped by an instance providing the Annotation inter-
face.  

A query also has a Context that determines constraints to be checked during query 
processing. Some examples of constraints are number of results handled by client, 
time limit or source preferences. A context is represented as a list of parameters, i.e. 
couples of (name, value). 

Figure 9 represents a query plan for the example: ''looks for the organisms com-
pletely published and eukaryote''. This plan requires an evaluation on all the three 
biological sources (GOLD, SMD and SGD). Join nodes are used to combine data 
from the sources.  

 

Fig. 9. Example of query 
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4.2   Query Broker Components 

Figure 10 shows the components of any query broker: each of them is designed to 
cope with a well-identified query evaluation concern. The separation of concerns of 
query execution and optimization is based on our analyses of existing query systems 
and optimization techniques such as in [SAC+79,SWA89,KD98,GD87,GM93]. The 
QueryManager component provides the interface of a query evaluator. It coordinates 
other components to evaluate queries. The PlanManager and the ContextManager 
components provide tools for managing query plan and query context parts, respec-
tively. The BufferManager component provides storage capability for processing 
queries. These base components are required for building any query evaluator. 

 

Fig. 10. Query broker components 

 

Fig. 11. Plan manager components 

Building an adaptive query evaluator needs use of the Monitor and the RuleMan-
ager components. These two components enable the observation of the query execu-
tion (Monitor) and define the way in which query evaluator reacts according to 
changes of the environment during query execution (RuleManager). 

The PlanManager defines operations for manipulating query plans. This component 
covers all aspects of query optimization, i.e. search space, cost estimation and search 
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strategy. It is composed of the Planner (providing the search strategy) that coordinates 
the activities of some sub-components dedicated to query plan optimization such as 
the Annotator, the Transformer and the Translator (see Fig. 11). The Annotator allows 
calculating properties of query nodes including the cost of query operations. The 
Transformer and the Translator provide possible query plan manipulations (logical 
and physical, respectively) which define the search space of a query plan.  

The interaction between sub-components of the PlanManager is given by the 
sequence diagram in Figure 12. It is important to note that the number and the order 
of method calls from the Planner to the Annotator, to the Transformer and to the 
Translator are not fixed. This depends on the search strategy supported by the 
Planner.  

 

Fig. 12. Sequence diagram for query optimization 

The Monitor is responsible for detecting unexpected conditions in the execution en-
vironment (such as network delays, use of resources or query context). It manages a 
list of observation elements which can be accessed through the PropertyMonitor inter-
face. Each element has a check method defining how to detect unexpected condition, 
and a notify method being responsible of throwing events to the RuleManager. Sub-
classes of the PropertyMonitor have been defined to monitor specific properties, like 
the arrival data rate (RateMonitor), the number of data processed (SizeMonitor) and 
the execution time (TimeMonitor). 

The RuleManager receives events and launches one or more of the set of corre-
sponding Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rule(s) to adapt the query execution (to 
changes in the execution environment) according to a pre-defined strategy (Strategy 
interface).  

The RuleManager component can also support a complicated rule model composed 
of an event model and a reaction model. A detailed description of the rule manager is 
out of the scope of this work but can be found in [CVG00,VC02]. 

4.3   Adaptive Evaluation 

Different techniques for adaptive evaluation such as the ones in [KD98, AFT+96, 
HFC+00, AH00] have been integrated in a uniform way. Besides, an adaptive evalua-
tion can also be ensured by using adaptive operators such as XJoin [UF00], ripple-
join [HH99], etc. We can integrate all of these techniques in query brokers by imple-
menting the corresponding rules and operators. For example, to provide the query 
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scrambling technique initially proposed in [UFA98], we consider that network delays 
are detected by instances of the RateMonitor class. Query scrambling reacts to such 
delays in two ways: rescheduling and operator synthesis through the following two 
rules:  

(1) When timeout 
If schedulable 
Do materialize(op) 

(2) When timeout  
Do reoptimize(root,join-related) 

The first rule (1) aims at rescheduling query plan when a delay is detected. The 
condition is a method to verify if another operator can be executed during the detected 
delay. In such case, a B u ffe r operator is inserted into the query plan so as to material-
ize results of the op operator, i.e. op will be executed during previously detected delay 
(call of materialize method) in order to delay the access to the missing data source. 

The second rule (2) corresponds to operator synthesis aiming at reordering join op-
erators so as to be able to evaluate a sub-plan during detected delay. The correspond-
ing method is called to reoptimize the query with a particular strategy. Please note that 
a simple rule execution strategy should be defined over these two rules: rule (2) is 
executed when rule (1) cannot be executed anymore.  

An adaptation in the case of unavailable data could be the generation of partial re-
sults. This allows better responding to user requirements and enables user interactions 
during query processing. Partial results are returned using techniques for directing 
and/or redirecting data flows between query operators. The same approach is adopted 
to authorize partial results, i.e. considering specific operators such as switch, dummy 
and specific adaptation rules [VC03].  

4.4   Interactive Evaluation 

Looking at the first (incomplete) results, users can refine their long running queries as 
in [RRH99]. They can also modify their ongoing query (both the query context, as in 
[RH02], and the query plan) or request partial results.  

User interaction is handled in two phases. The first one aims at preparing query 
evaluation for this change. It detects modifications needed at query operators and 
monitoring property parameters. No new input data is accessed but the system can 
continue to return results with data in process. This phase aims also at maintaining the 
coherence of data processing. The second phase directs and/or redirects data flows 
between query operators in order to minimize query plan updates. 

For enabling user interactions, we implement the UserInteractionMonitor class spe-
cializing the PropertyMonitor one. This class defines all possible user interactions for 
modifying query context, adding new selection condition, removing an existing selec-
tion condition, etc. as events. Examples of user interaction events are a d d O p e ra to r, 
se tu p C o n te x tP a ra m e te r or re q u e s tR e su lt. Rules for handling these events are defined 
and managed by the RuleManager component. These rules define system behaviors 
toward user interaction. The following rule is implemented to enable building partial 
results according to user requests:  

When requestResult Do returnResult 
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When the rule is launched, the system produces partial results using one of the 
available computing partial result strategies. For example, the simplest strategy is that 
each unavailable data source is replaced by a d u m m y  operator, producing a n y  item 
which can match with any item.  

5   Conclusion  

This paper presents results of the MediaGrid project whose objective is to contribute 
to the definition of an open mediation framework for accessing heterogeneous and 
largely distributed sources. This paper puts emphasis on the metadata management, 
the generation of mediation queries, and the adaptive and interactive evaluation of 
user queries.  

Implantation of instances of the framework needed to build the specific mediation 
system providing a transparent access to the biological GOLD, SMD and SGD 
sources is in progress [Col03]. XML is used at the mediation level for meta-data and 
XQuery is used to formulate queries. Another on-going work concerns the architec-
ture aspect of the framework and some tools to facilitate the construction of a media-
tion system itself and its deployment [BVC03].  

The next step is to validate our approach considering: complexity of components, 
scalability, and performances (caching, context-aware operators, etc.). 
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